MIDLAND & NORTHERN COUNTIES FRENCH BULLDOG CLUB OPEN SHOW

23/4/17

It was a privilege to be invited to judge at this show and it was made more special knowing it is the members of
the club that select the judges , I had an excellent entry of 104 making 138 entries so thank you to all entered. I
would like to thank the officers and committee for their kind hospitality shown on the day, and for my lovely
judges gift I received, also to my two able and hardworking stewards Ged Ling and Maxine Chambers.

The MP and Puppy classes of both sexes were the best classes of the day with some quality, promising
youngsters and I am sure if they carry on developing thus far should have bright futures with lots of fun
MPD 7/1a 1st Drummonds Glenlee Sundancer Promising quality clear fawn baby of just 7 months already
showing a super headpiece which is square with a nice rise of skull with good width of flat skull between
excellent ears for shape, size and correct carriage of upright and parallel , cheeks already developing, his stop is
well defined as is his muzzle which is broad ,deep and well set back with width and depth to his lower square
jaw good mouth, turn up and fitting lips , well set round dark eyes and nose with open nostrils and a lovely soft
expression, good neck into correct laid shoulders his front is square and straight with good bone ,body
developing nicely for his age showing width to his chest and depth to his brisket, ribs pleased and shows a good
underline along with a nice topline developing showing a rise over his loins going down into a correct low tail set
with small tail , good strong moderate angulation to the rear with strong hocks , first time out for this baby and
took a bit to settle on the move but when he did he moved sound and straight in legs both in front and rear for
one so young , nicely presented. 2nd Howarths Gizyjo Sting Like a Bee Another promising balanced puppy again
with everything you would look for at this age , he is almost 8 months and a nicely marked brindle with a lovely
head again square with correct high ear set, shape and carried upright , good width to his skull and muzzle along
with his lower jaw which is deep and square with a nice turn up , dark well set round eyes and good nose for
placement and open nostrils he has enough thick neck into good front construction, well boned, neat feet and
dark nails ,deep brisket and good ribs underline pleased as did his topline with a good gentle roach over his loins
going into a low tail set and small tail , nice moderate angulation to his rear again with strong hocks , moved
freely and soundly in both directions just needs to tighten up on his pasterns when viewed from the front on
the move and when free standing , nicely presented , showed and handled well.3rd Thomas & Godfrey’s
Kingrocks it’s a Deal
PD 9/2a 1st Cund & Harrop’s Chelmbull The Aviator At 9 months this quality promising dark brindle/ white bib
has super ring presence along with a lovely balanced outline, took my eye as soon as I saw him stacked up and
didn’t disappoint going over him , he has a delightful expression on his developing square head with nicely set
round dark eyes and stop in between, fill under the eyes and cheeks developing ,well placed nose with open
nostrils , defined muzzle which is broad, deep and set back ,nice visible width and depth to his square lower jaw
giving him a good turn up , nice rise of skull with width between correctly high set on sized and shaped ears
carried upright and parallel . He has a lovely neck into good lay of shoulders along with width to his square
straight boned front, good pasterns and neat feet his brisket has depth and width, ribs pleased for length and
spring as did his tuck up and cobby body for this age, he has a lovely topline developing showing the desired
gentle roach rising over his short loin and down into a correct low tail set with a small tail, moderate angulated
strong hind quarters already with defined muscle and strong hocks. He made me smile as he moved out with
great gusto and enthusiasm, freely and soundly showing straight parallel movement when viewed from the front
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and rear also displaying good reach in front and drive from his rear when viewed in profile. He showed so well
and was beautifully presented and handled pleasure to award him BPD & BPIS 2nd Bryant’s Archness Sign of the
Times Another promising quality nicely marked lighter brindle puppy of 9 months, a lot of the same remarks
apply he too has an appealing expression on a lovely quality square head with correctly set on and shaped ears
again carried upright and parallel as they should be, with enough nearly flat skull between for this age nicely set
round dark eyes with defined stop, good nose and nostrils with width and depth to his muzzle along with width
and depth to his lower jaw, good dentition and turn up ,nice neck into well laid shoulders with width across and
a square straight well boned front with neat feet and dark short nails , depth to his brisket , his underline and
body pleased for his age as did his topline showing a nice gentle rise over his relatively short loins down into the
desired low tail set with small tail , good moderate hind angulation, again one that moved well and soundly for
his age in both directions, just needs to strengthen up at the front for true parallel movement when coming
towards , he was very nicely presented , handled and showed well. 3 Mavro- Michaelis’s Jadape Vermont
Shoebridge
JD 6/2a 1s Brown & Worrell’s Kuredeux Spice Bomb At 13 months this promising , young very dark brindle is
developing on nicely and took my eye when stacked , he is compact and balanced all through for his age making
a nice outline , head is square, broad with a nice rise of skull showing defined wrinkle , ears correctly high set on
and shaped with enough nearly flat skull between ,eyes dark round with nice under fill and well set with deep
stop between, good nose and nostrils , muzzle good for width and depth with sufficient turn up to lower jaw and
good mouth , cheeks developing nicely , clean neck into nicely laid shoulders still needs a bit more width to
chest, but he has a straight nice boned front for his size with neat feet and short dark nails, ok brisket for depth
and spring of rib, a tad short in rear rib but has a nice tuck up ,he has a pleasing topline when not overstretched
showing a nice gentle rise overs his loins and down into low tail set , nicely defined muscle on his moderate
angulated hind quarters , he looks the part and moves freely going around in profile and is attentive to his
handler , but his movement is a bit untidy when viewed from the front and in the rear just needs to tighten up
and strengthen through as he matures on , very nicely presented and showed well, pleasure to award him BD &
RBIS 2nd Sefton’s Muggshots Romper Stomper Dark brindle compact shapely outline but looks a tad too short at
the moment for overall balance but again still young at just over 12 months, square domed head with width to
his skull , well set ears and shaped, dark round eyes with width between ,good cushioned set back muzzle with
nice fitting lips, sufficient neck into good front angulation well boned square straight front, depth and width to
his brisket , rib pleased as did his tuck up into short loins , nice gentle rise over his short loins down into the low
tail set , moderate angulation to the rear, moved well both coming and going and nicely presented. 3rd Cook’s
Jaquietus Running Bear
YD 3/2 1st Coffey’s Raglenary Dark Moon This 20 month old brindle stood alone and just needs to mature on in
body, he has a nice square head with width between his high set on ears ,dark eyes set well, muzzle pleased
along with a good dentition and fit of lower jaw and lips , decent shoulders and front , he is short coupled in
body with good spring of rib and tuck up into his short loins, topline rises over his loins into a small tail , would
like a bit more angulation to the rear as he stands a bit steep but has strong hocks and moved well and was
nicely present
PGD 8/2a 1st Ash’s Zandaplatz Uzi Umberto JW Maturing on nicely this balanced handsome nicely marked
brindle of 18 months has the most melting expression on his good square head with nearly flat skull between
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correct high set on and shaped ears , nice rise of skull with enough fine wrinkle, well placed soft round dark eyes
and nose with good nostrils ,deep stop, his broad and deep muzzle is set well back along with width and depth
to his square under jaw which has good dentition giving him a nice turn up finished with nicely fitting lips ,
cheeks muscling up he has a good thick neck of correct moderate length into well laid shoulders and a strong
straight well boned front with good pasterns and neat feet , he has width to his chest and depth to his brisket
along with good rib for spring and length , good tuck up along with a nice gentle rise over his short loins and
down into the desired small tail set on low, moderate turn of stifle and angulation to his hindquarters, he
moved soundly and positive in both directions being straight and parallel when coming towards and showed
reach with front when viewed in profile very nicely presented and he showed well pleasure to award him RBD
2nd Thomas’s Eastonite Domino Dandy At just over 2 and a half this shapely double hooded pied has a nice
square head with sufficient width to the skull, well set on and shaped ears ,round dark eyes along with a good
cushioned muzzle for width and depth and a square lower jaw with adequate turn up enough neck and straight
square front with good bone and neat feet , deep brisket and tuck up, shapely topline and moderate angulation
to the rear , nicely presented and he moved well coming and going 3rd Ayriss’s Boulevaya Another Fine Mess
MLD 5/2a Ash’s Zandaplatz Uzi Umberto JW ( RBD Repeat from PGD ) 2nd Poulson’s Patchdown Pilot JW ShCM
3yrs and 9 month old mature fawn with a broad masculine head with high set on ears carried upright and
parallel ,plenty of cushioning to his muzzle ,good dentition , fitting lips and full cheeks , dark eyes and pigment
,width to his chest and depth to his brisket, well off for bone and rib with neat small compact feet ,strong nicely
defined muscled rear quarters and tail present ,he shows really well and was nicely presented and handled
3.Parker’s Zhan Boris Vitassa
LD 5/2a 1st Thomas& Godfrey’s Kingrock Kingsman 19 month old very dark compact brindle broad skull with
domed forehead and nicely set soft dark round eyes, defined stop, good nose and nostrils, he has width to his
muzzle but would prefer a tad more depth through the muzzle and the lower jaw, just enough thick neck , width
to his chest giving him a square straight boned front with neat feet ,nice gentle rise over his short loins into low
tail set, rounded short coupled body with nice turn of stifle and moderate rear angulation moved positive and
freely in both directions ,showed well and was nicely presented and handled. 2nd Walton’s Ismael D’iskandar at
Ravendane ( IMP FRA )3 and a half year old pied who was compact and balanced , square head with good ears ,
nose and muzzle but his eyes were spoiling his expression by showing too much white around and they were
also quite red , adequate rear angulation and movement was ok . 3rd Parker’s Zhan Boris Vitassa
OD 4/1a Morgan& Ling’s Norcairn Dark N Debonair at Tytorro JW ShCM Quality mature brindle of 4 and a half
with a masculine head and nice expression , good rise of skull with enough fine wrinkle to his forehead , dark
round eyes and nose placement pleased as did his well set back cushioned muzzle , lower jaw , dentition and
muscled cheeks , I would prefer a more rounder top to his ears but they are correctly set high and carried
upright and parallel , strong neck with just enough length into nicely laid shoulders ,square strong straight boned
front with neat feet ,he is deep in brisket with good rib and tuck up, pleasing topline down into a low tail set and
moderate angulation to his hindquarters, moved out well and soundly both in front and rear , nicely presented
and showed well. 2nd Mavro- Michaelis Shoebridge Gaillac 5 year old mature lighter brindle with good bone and
substance all round just a tad low on the leg to length for ideal balance, he has a good square masculine head
with nearly flat skull between well set on ears , round eyes and well defined stop, full cheeks adequate muzzle
for depth and width with good dentition and turn up to lower jaw, thick neck ,straight front with width to his
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chest and cobby in body with small tail strong rear quarters he moved very well and freely in both directions ,
showed and handled well. 3rdParker’s Zhan Boris Vita

VD 4/1a 1st Cund’s Sarabar Dutch Gold at Glenlee. Wow this handsome and masculine fawn absolutely defers
his years both in looks and movement of being almost 9 years young he still owns one of the best heads I have
seen and shows a super layback in profile , a stunning masculine broad square head with perfect ears for set and
shape carried upright and parallel ,defined stop between dark round well set eyes and nose , broad , deep
muzzle and square lower jaw with turn up , full cheeks and he still has a dark mask , thick neck ,well laid
shoulders , width to his chest and a strong, straight super boned front he is short in body and loin with a deep
brisket well sprung ribs and tuck up he has a low tail set and moderate angulation to his hindquarters , he
moved round the ring freely with reach in front and was as sound as a pound, when coming towards me,
positive with legs straight and parallel and looked good from the rear, one of the best movers and certainly head
of the day , he was presented and showed well and looked to be enjoying every minute of his day out he is a
real credit to his owners, considered in the challenge even at this age ! pleasure to award him BVIS 2nd Poulson’s
Brandoux Valentinoux at Patchdown JW At just over 7 years this darker fawn young man was enjoying his day
out too, he has a good square masculine head with well set on high ears, dark round eyes, good pigment and
well off for bone with neat feet, deep wide brisket and gentle roach to his topline finished with a small tail, good
muscular rear quarters another shown in lovely condition and a credit to his owner. 3rd Worlsey’s Son of a
Preacherman with Malpa
SOPD 2 1st Thomas’s Eastonite Domino Dandy (2nd in PGD) 2nd. Walton’s Ismael D’iskandar at Ravendane ( IMP
FRA)( 2nd in LD)
SOBD 5/2a 1st Sefton’s Muggshot’s Romper Stomper( 2nd in JD) 2nd Cook’s Jaquietus Running Bear ( 3rd in JD )15
month old up to size for his age but he already has a lovely masculine head , with a nice ear set and size , nose
with open nostrils and a good muzzle for width and depth just a tad overdone in the flews , good front and he is
slightly longer cast in body but topline pleased, along with a small tail and good moderate rear angulation ,
moved well coming and going . 3rd Parker’s Zhan Boris Vitassa
SOFD 3/2a 1st Brearley’s The Boydonegood For Kaybull At 7 months this clear fawn is very much a raw baby and
missed out on a placing in MP, but he has dark round eyes a good shape to his well set on high ears nicely
placed nose with open nostrils , square front good rib and a cobby body, small tail and nice rear angulation , he
moved nicely in both directions and was nicely presented.
MPB 11/5a 1st Drummonds Glenlee Nemesis At just 7 months this pretty and cobby brindle with a white bib has
a lovely square broad feminine head with correctly high set on and shaped ears carried upright and parallel ,
darkest of round eyes well placed, as is her nose ,broad ,deep muzzle , good mouth and square deep lower jaw
with turn up ,good neck into correct laid shoulders ,depth and width to her chest with a square well boned
straight front, good pasterns and neat feet , good for rib and well bodied for her age, her short topline pleased
showing a gentle rise over her short loins into a low set small tail ,nice turn of stifle and really strong
hindquarters and hocks , good little mover especially moving away straight and parallel including hocks and
same in front , showed well and nicely presented pleasure to award her BOSP. 2nd Brooks& Cairns Corursus the
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Glamorous Life Slightly larger 8 month brindle who has a pretty expression on her feminine square broad head
with correctly set and shaped ears carried upright and parallel with nearly flat skull between ,round dark eyes
well set, along with width and depth to her muzzle , mouth good and a deep square lower jaw giving her a nice
turn up, nice neck and laid shoulders with width to her chest giving her a square straight boned front, depth to
her brisket and tuck up , topline pleased showing a gentle rise over her loins down into low set small tail , nice
moderate angulation to her rear, just looks slightly longer cast at the moment , but she too moved well for her
age freely and straight both coming towards and when viewed from the rear , showed well and was nicely
presented. 3rdBrooks& Cairns Life Can Be So Nice
Again a Lovely class where at least the ones placed should have bright futures if they carry on developing thus
far
PB 10/2a 1st Brooks& Cairns Corursus the Glamorous Life(Repeat 2nd in MPB) 2nd Cunds Chelmbull Amy’s choice
Really liked this pretty little brindle of 9 months she is compact, short making a lovely outline, width to her
square head with nicely high set on and shaped ears , deep stop and round dark eyes , good nose with open
nostrils, nice muzzle for width and depth and lower jaw with turn up, nice arch to her neck into well laid
shoulders and well boned straight front with neat feet and shortest of nails, good body for her age, topline
pleased showing a nice gentle rise then down into low set small tail , good moderate angulation to her
hindquarters, moved well both in front and behind and I thought she would be my winner as she is so my type
but her eyes just spoilt her expression by looking a bit red today a stage that will pass I am sure, she showed
really well and was nicely presented and handled. 3rd Coffeys Art’dahomi Polet Felice of Raglenary (IMP RUS)

JB 11/2a 1st Morgan& Ling’s Tytorro Easy Action One I have judged before as a baby now at 13 months this
feminine brindle is maturing on nicely for her age , she is balanced all round and has a pretty square head with
well set on ears, dark round eyes and defined stop well placed nose and good nostrils, broad and deep muzzle
with square ,deep lower jaw with good turn up and mouth, nicely arched neck into well laid shoulders , width to
her chest good straight well boned front with neat feet and dark nails, deep in brisket with good ribs and tuck
up, nice topline with gentle rise over her loins going down into the desired low tail set with small tail good
moderate angulation to her rear with strong hocks, she moves out well nice and straight in front and good in
rear she showed well and was very nicely presented 2nd Pleasance’s Katakia One and only JW Double hooded
pretty and balanced clear pied of 16 months good broad head with well shaped ears ,nice rise of skull with well
placed round dark eyes , defined stop with well placed nose and open nostrils, cushioning to her broad muzzle,
good dentition to her lower jaw, would just like a bit more depth through both , she has a good neck ,well laid
shoulders, width to her square straight boned front with neat feet, deep brisket and tuck up, topline with the
correct gentle rise over loins down into a low set small tail moderate rear angulation, very nicely presented and
she showed and moved well in both directions. 3rd Worrels Kuredeux Flowerbomb at Miamou
YB 5/2a 1st Pleasance’s Come Look at Me at Katakia Double hooded cobby , compact and well balanced clear
pied of 18 months she has a most attractive square head with correctly set on and shaped ears nice rise of skull
and well placed large dark eyes, deep stop, nose with open nostrils and muzzle has width and depth, good neck
into well laid and muscled shoulders she has a strong well boned straight front , pasterns and neat feet , nice
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width to her chest , good spring of rib, nice gentle rise over her short strong loins into a low set small tail with
well defined muscle to her rear quarters , if only she had more confidence in the ring and used her ears more,
moved well in both directions , again very nicely presented. 2nd Thornton’s Miss Dinamic Brindle of 22 months
short and compact with a square head, ears and eyes well placed as is her nose but would prefer nostrils slightly
more open , adequate muzzle and lower jaw , straight front with neat feet, topline and underline pleased and
she has sufficient moderate rear angulation , she moved and showed ok.3rd Plominska & Kil Lulu Lucynka Z
Lipkowego Rancza
PGB 7/2a 1st Plumbley & Worthy’s Oakprides Lady May Really liked this 18 month Pretty dark brindle especially
liked her lovely feminine square head with nearly flat skull between correct high set on ears carried upright and
parallel, round well placed eyes with under fill , deep stop , nose with open nostrils and she has a wide and deep
muzzle with good dentition and under jaw with nice turn up, in profile shows a nice lay back ,good neck and well
laid back shoulders , width to her chest giving her a square straight front with enough bone ,pasterns and feet in
continuation of her legs also dark nails noted. Good spring of rib and tuck up with nice topline and correct gentle
rise over her short loins into her low set small tail, good moderate angulation to her quarters, just looks a tad
high on her leg to her length for ideal balance in profile, could still change as she matures on ,moved well and
sound both in front and behind. 2nd Thornton’s Queen of Ice Light brindle of 22 months attractive with a good
square head with well set on and carried ears, muzzle pleased as did her width to her front with just enough
bone underline pleased , topline ok but her roach starts to rise too soon rather than further down back over her
loins ,she has overall balance with sufficient rear angulation , moved well in both directions nicely presented 3rd
Ayriss’s Doreens Sweet Shop
MLB 5/2a 1st Conways Tiana Amore Anashell 23 month old quality dark brindle one I have often admired from
ringside and she has matured on nicely, loved her feminine square head with a nice rise of skull and correctly set
on and shaped ears, when she decided to put them up ,soft dark round eyes, defined stop , and open nostrils,
broad ,deep muzzle set well back with width to her lower square jaw giving her a super turn up finished with
nicely fitting lips, good mouth. She has a strong neck into well laid shoulders , width to her chest giving her a
good square straight well boned front , deep brisket, cobby body with a nice gentle rise over her loins down into
low set small tail ,nicely angulated and muscled rear quarters with strong hocks , she moved well both coming
towards and going away and was nicely presented , a shame she decided to give her handler a hard time today
and didn’t want to use her ears especially in the challenge 2nd Mavro-Michaelis Kontessa V H Bullenparadijs with
Shoebridge 3 year old pretty brindle liked her good square head with flat skull between correct high set and
shaped ears ,dark round eyes , well placed nose with open nostrils , broad , deep muzzle with width to her lower
jaw with turn up, nice neck and width to her chest with well boned straight front neat feet and dark nails ,depth
to her brisket and enough tuck up with a gentle roach to her topline, just looked a tad bum high to her small tail
and longer in the loin when viewed in profile, moderate angulated rear quarters, she moved freely and straight
in front and from the rear and showed well .3rd Broadhurst’s Call Me miss O’ Hara
LB 6/4a 1st Bonsall’s Muggshot’s Peep Show One I have judged before and at just over 2 years now this brindle
has matured on nicely ,she is cobby and nicely balanced all round ,with a feminine square head flat skull
between well set on ears , nose with open nostrils and dark round eyes and muscled cheeks, her muzzle pleased
for width and depth as did her square deep and wide lower jaw and turn up , good neck into well laid shoulders
with width to her chest giving her a square straight front cobby bodied with and gentle rise over her loins and
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sufficient tuck up, good moderate nicely muscled rear angulation with strong hocks, she moved freely with
enthusiasm and was nicely presented and showed well. 2nd Thomas’s Eastonite Luck be a Lady Dark brindle of
just over 2 years who has a feminine square head with a pretty expression , well set on and shaped ears ,round
dark eyes ,nose and nostrils pleased, just needs cheeks to muscle up, she has a defined muzzle which is broad
with depth but would prefer a more prominent lower jaw and turn up, enough thick neck into nicely laid
muscular shoulders and width to her chest, straight front , her body is short , compact and cobby with a nice
gentle rise over her loins down into a low tail set, would like a bit more turn of stifle and width across her
hindquarters, nicely presented , showed and moved well.
OB 4 1st Smith’s Rischale Ophelia This mature, well balanced and feminine fawn of 4 and a half years is of a
lovely size with a pretty expression and good pigment on a broad square head, with well set on and shaped ears
carried upright and parallel with width of nearly flat skull between ,soft dark round eyes and defined stop , good
nose placement her well set back muzzle is defined, broad and deep as is her lower jaw with turn up and she has
nicely muscled cheeks, thick neck into nicely laid shoulders , width to her chest and a deep brisket , enough bone
for her size and dark nails noted , good ribs for spring and length and nice tuck , topline pleased with a gentle
rise over her short and muscled loins down into the correct low tail set , strong rear quarters with defined
muscle , just a tad wide in front when coming towards but is straight and true , good rear and moves out freely
in profile, showed well in good condition and nicely presented pleased to award her RBB 2nd Cassidy’s Fabulous
Lilly Brave Godess for Chinasky’s ( IMP RUS ) 22 month old clear coated pied ( white ) and one I have judged
before as a puppy and she is maturing nicely, she is balanced overall with a shapely cobby , compact body with
deep brisket and good spring of ribs, front and rear angulation pleased with width to her chest and straight well
boned front and neat feet , pretty expression on her feminine square head , good shaped ears and set, round
dark eyes and broad muzzle nice pigment to her eye rims , nose and lips, presentation was immaculate a shame
she seemed quite stressed today and was very unsettled on the move . 3rd Plominska& Kil Busher Pljus Nenette
Vanille
Fabulous class of young ladies all seemed to be enjoying their day out.
VB 5 1st Mavro-Michaelis Shoebridge Vouvray Lovely feminine fawn of almost 9 and a half years young ,she is
balanced making a nice outline and liked her size, she has a pretty head with a soft expression, well set on and
shaped ears, good open nostrils and muzzle and she still has her bite , lovely neck and shoulders good front and
topline with a gentle rise over her loins down into a low set small tail and good rear quarters , her sound
movement defied her years being free, active and true both in front and from behind , showed really well and a
credit to her owner. 2nd Embley’s Glenlee Sacred Spirit Another fawn of 7 and a half years again liked her size ,
she is feminine with a super square head with correct set on and shaped ears , soft melting dark round eyes
along with dark pigment to her broad, deep and well set back muzzle, she has good bone and width to her
chest , shapely body, deep brisket along with good spring of ribs , nice moderate rear angulation she moved
sound and true but not with the enthusiasm of 1 today, very nicely presented . 3rd Swateridge’s Skybull Marie
Antoinette Xentique
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SOBB 6/3a 1st Swateridge’s Xentique Total Eclipse JW At just over 2 years this nicely marked brindle has
substance with balance all through with a strong but still feminine head with what I would describe as a keen
almost intense expression ,good square skull with correctly set and shaped ears carried upright and parallel ,with
nearly flat skull between along with nice rise of skull with enough fine wrinkle to her forehead , defined stop
between nicely set round dark eyes , nose placement and open nostrils pleased as did her muscled cheeks , well
set back broad muzzle, would like a bit more depth, but she has a lovely square ,deep and wide lower jaw giving
her a good turn up, thick neck into well laid shoulders she has a width to her chest giving her a square well
boned straight front with neat feet , well ribbed body with adequate tuck up and topline pleased with a gentle
rise over her loins into low tail set, moderate turn of stifle and angulation to her rear, she moved out soundly
and well from the rear and in profile, front movement coming towards was straight, positive and parallel if a
tad wide, she showed really well and was nicely presented and it was a pleasure to award her BB & BIS
2nd Plominska& Kil Lulu Lucynka Z Lipkowego Rancza 15 months very immature and a tad on the fine side, but
she has a square head with nice sized and shaped ears , set needs to be higher, dark round well placed eyes ,
good nose with open nostrils sufficient muzzle and lower jaw, neck pleased she has depth to her brisket but not
enough width to her chest so stands and moves narrow on her front which is straight with neat feet but lacks
bone , she is short and compact in body with a nice topline and tuck up with moderate rear angulation , moved
ok 3rd Broadhurst’s Call Me Miss O’Hara
SOFB 1 1st Mavro –Michaelis Shoebridge Cote D’Auxerre A mature cobby well pigmented fawn of 3 years and 9
months with lots of substance perhaps a tad stronger than I would normally like in a bitch ,but she still has a
feminine expression on her broad square head with correct high set on and shaped ears with nearly flat skull
between, enough wrinkle to her forehead to show expression nicely set round dark eyes with deep stop in
between, good nose along with a broad deep muzzle with good dentition on her square deep under jaw giving
her a nice turn up all well set back, strong neck into nicely laid and muscled shoulders depth and width to her
chest giving her the square straight ample boned front with neat feet and black nails, cobby body with good
spring of rib and strong moderate and defined muscle rear angulation, moved well both coming and going and
showed well .
Judge SUSAN CHAMBERS (LUVUM)

